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Abstract
Device color gamut plays a crucial role in ICC-based color management systems.
Accurately visualizing a device's gamut boundary is important in the analysis of color
conversion and gamut mapping. ICC profiles contain all the information which can be
used to better understand the capabilities of the device. This thesis project has imple
mented a printer profile visualization software. The project uses A2B 1 tag in a printer
profile as gamut data source, then renders gamut of device the profile represents in
CIELAB space with a convex hull algorithm. Gamut can be viewed interactively from
any view points. The software also gets the gamut data set using CMM with different
intent to do color conversion from a specified printer profile to a generic lab profile
(short forA2B conversion) or from a generic CIELAB profile to a specified printer pro
file and back to the generic CIELAB profile (short for B2A2B). Gamut can be rendered
as points, wire frame or solid surface.
Two-dimension a*b* and L*C* gamut slice analytic tools were also developed. The 2D
gamut slice algorithm is based on dividing gamut into small sections according to light
ness and hue angle. The point with maximum chroma on each section can be used to
present a*b* gamut slice on a constant lightness plane or L*C* gamut slice on a con-
xm
stant hue angle plane. Gamut models from two or more device profiles can be viewed in
the same window. Through the comparison, we can better understand the device repro
duction capacities and proofing problems.
This thesis also explained printer profile in details, and examined what gamut data
source was the best for gamut visualization. At the same time, some gamut boundary
descriptor algorithms were discussed. Convex hull algorithm and device space to
CIELAB space mapping algorithm were chosen to render 3D gamut in this thesis pro
ject. Finally, an experiment was developed to validate the gamut data generated from the
software. The experiment used the same method with profile visualization software to
get gamut data set source from Photoshop 6.0. The results of the experiment were
showed that the data set derived from visualization software was consistent with those
from Photoshop 6.0.
xiv
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
In 1993, the International Color Consortium (ICC)1 proposed an open, vendor-neutral,
cross-form Color Management System (CMS) architecture. The ICC profile format, a
cross-platform data file format, is designed for flexibility and portability of color trans
formation data.
The ICC-based CMS translates colors between devices by means of the Profile
Connection Space (PCS), and two profiles. A profile characterizes a device's color
reproduction capabilities. Color transformation is performed by a ColorManagement
Module (CMM). Using a profile for each device respectively and with a CMM,
Application Programming Interface (API), such as Photoshop and QuarkXPress, can
convert an image from source to destination. A diagram of ICC-based CMS workflow is
illustrated in Figure 1.1. As an open, device-independent infrastructure color manage-
1
ment system, ICC-based CMS has become a major tool for color rendering and color
matching between devices in digital workflow.
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Figure 1.1 A diagram of ICC-based CMS workflow
1.2 The Problem Statement
The performance of color matching in ICC-based Color Management Systems (CMS) is
being improved, and its workflow established. The primary task of the ICC based CMS
is to enable us to make a reproduction image where the colors look like the original
image. Ideally, this similarity can be achieved despite changes in media, illuminant
white point, illuminant level, and image surround. Even the output medium has a differ
ent dynamic range from the input one. However, many tests and applications23-4 indi
cate ICC-Based CMS doesn't work well in current workflow. Different profile builders
create different profiles, when used by other CMMs in applications, the color would
change and wouldn't match the original very well. Many previous experiments revealed
that different CMMs couldn't produce the same results even if we had used the same
input and output profile. Many people questioned the quality of their profiles and asked
if there was some way to test their
profiles'
quality. The answer is yes. Profile inspection
software can help us predict the problems of a profile.
Until now, there were three categories of profile inspection applications in terms of their
functions: pixel-based, image-based, gamut-based. Pixel-based profile inspection soft
ware inspects the profile using only one color value at a time to do color conversion or
color matching. For example, Dupont Color Scientist.5 Dupont Color Scientist can dis
play profile structure and tag information and perform color matching by setting the
input, output profile, CMM, rendering intent and entering the input color data one at a
time. However, there are some drawbacks for pixel-based profile inspection software.
One drawback is that, in order to do color matching, input data must be entered by hand
and the profile inspection software accepts only one group of data at a time. The process
is tedious especially when a large number of targets are required to adequately test a
profile. Another drawback is that it doesn't offer visual analysis tools for device gamut.
Image-based profile inspection applications are those which apply ICC profiles to do
color management on images. The image-based profile inspection software inspects the
profile by means of visual and numeric comparison of the original to the color managed
image. Photoshop belongs in this category. Some papers6- 7 discussed using Photoshop to
do color conversion with ICC device profiles and to inspect and compare the original
with converted results to test profiles and CMMs. You may use color management fil
ters, profile plug-in modules in Photoshop to do color conversion and use 'show
info'
palettes to check the patches of original and converted targets piece by piece, but
Photoshop, along with other image-based profile inspection software, is not specially
designed for profile inspection. It can not report the overall and individual detailed dif
ferences of profiles.
The gamut-based profile inspection software understands profile or device capacities by
rendering the 3D device gamut computed from its profile. IccProfileViewer8 and
ProfileManager9 belong to this category. IccProfileViewer offers a 3D view of the pro
file as points and a 2D a*b* slice at a constant lightness plane. It can also overlay multi
ple profiles into one display to compare multiple profiles. ProfileManager has features
of side-by-side gamut comparisons of up to three profiles in 3D solid surface view and
profile editing. However, both software don't offer full features of 3D and 2D gamut
visualization. And both of them can only run on the Macintosh platform right now.
1.3 TheMotivation andMethod
The essence of the ICC-based CMS is color gamut mapping between source and desti
nation color reproduction devices with ICC profiles. ICC profiles contain information
including the color gamut (all colors the device can produce), which can be used to bet-
ter understand the capabilities of the device that it characterizes. For the most part,
existing software does not use this information. Therefore, if we can render the color
gamut of a profile in 3D models and overlay the gamut models from two or more
devices, we can predict proofing problems, and use the results to better plan production
choices for jobs. We will know whether the profile has the right color gamut for a speci
fied device; how a CMM converts colors from one device to another and how a CMM
does color gamut mapping for different rendering intent. That means that we could visu
ally evaluate the quality of the profile and CMM and understand the ICC-based color
management system with the use of color gamut rendering tools.
In the ICC profile specification, there are two main color conversion models: Matrix-
based model and multi-LUT-based model. The matrix-based model is composed of a
3x3 matrix and one dimensional linearization LUT (lookup table). Monitor profiles and
some input profiles use this model. We can use the input data set which contains all col
ors the device can produce in the device color space, then convert them through the
matrix to PCS (CIEXYZ) color space. The CIEXYZ data set represents the color gamut
of that device in CIEXYZ color space. It is very easy to convert CIEXYZ to CIELAB
color space. The LUT-based model is composed of amulti-dimensional LUT and some
ID linearization LUTs. Printer profiles use this model. Multi-LUT contains the color
conversion data from the device color space to PCS (CIELAB color space), which
includes the color gamut information of the output device. In an output profile, the
multi-LUT is stored in A2B tags. Different rendering intent has the different A2B tag.
We can use any of them to render a device color gamut in CIELAB color space. This
thesis uses A2B1 tag for colorimetric intent, because the out-of-gamut colors are clipped
onto the gamut surface. We may use this data set in A2B1 tag to find accurate gamut
boundaries. The A2B 1 tag is organized as an n-dimensional array with a limited number
of grid points in each dimension, where "n" is the number of input channels. Although
the A2B1 data set is enough to render a 3D gamut, it can not provide enough data set for
displaying the 2D L*C* gamut slice at any constant hue angle from
0
to
360
and the
a*b* gamut slice at any lightness plane from 0 to 100. In order to get an adequate gamut
data set for rendering 2D gamut slices at any lightness and hue angle plane, A2B and
B2A2B color conversion methods are applied to get enough gamut data set. The A2B
color conversion is that a CMM converts adequate amounts of colors needed in the
device space to PCS CIELAB space with a source profile (printer profile) and a destina
tion profile (Lab profile) and absolute colorimetric rendering intent. Alternatively, we
can also use B2A2B color conversion with CMM, source profile, destination profile and
absolute colorimetric rendering intent to get the gamut data set. The pros and cons of
these methods will be discussed in Chapter 6.
1.4 Overview of the Goals of the Thesis Project
To solve the problems that the existing software doesn't offer as full features of profile
visualization, this project will implement a full-feature profile visualization and analysis
software. The software will offer various gamut data sources and overlay two or more
gamuts at the same display for visual comparison and analysis. The software will export
a gamut data set from A2B 1 tag in a printer profile using the enhanced Dupont Color
Scientist (these enhanced features are developed in this project) and plot the gamut of
the device it represents in 3D and 2D models. Please note: In this case, we assume the
profile correctly represents the device capacities when it was created. The accuracy of
the ICC profile is not questioned. The profile visualization software can distinguish
whether the profile represents the right device capacities or not by comparing two
gamuts: one from the profile, the other directly from measured data of the device output.
The software will also get the gamut data set by using CMM with the intent to do color
conversion from a specified printer profile to a generic lab profile and use a triangula-
tion algorithm to plot 3D gamut (gamut boundary descriptor algorithm will be discussed
in Chapter 4). In addition, the software will implement the full-features of 3D and 2D
gamut visualization including rotating, translating, scaling gamuts, viewing from any
position wanted, animating the gamut and viewing the
a*b* gamut slice at a specified
lightness plane or the 2D L*C* slice at a specified hue angle plane. Finally, an experi
ment will be developed to validate the accuracy of the software.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Basis of the Study
2.1 The CIE Colorimetry
Human vision relies on the stimulation of receptors in the retina of the eye. There are
two types of receptors: rods, which give monochromatic vision under low levels of illu
mination and cones, which give color vision under normal levels of illumination and of
which there are three kinds. Color sensation arises when electromagnetic radiation with
wavelengths of between approximately 380nm and 780nm is incident on these receptors
and this stimulation is processed and interpreted by the human visual system. As a result
of this, color stimuli can be described by their spectral power distribution (SPD).
However, as the human visual system only uses three kinds of cones, it can also be
described by a set of three values, which are the multiples of the SPD and a set of
weighting functions (one for each kind of receptor). Two sets of standard weighting
functions for samples subtending
2
and
10
- have been defined by the CIE
(Commission Internationale del'Eclairage) in 1931 and 1964 as the Standard
Colorimetric Observer (Figure 2.1) and Supplementary Standard Colorimetric Observer
color matching functions respectively and are denoted by x(>.),v(/.).z(/.) and
x (>.),y(/.),z , (>.) respectively.
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Figure 2.1 CIE 1931 Standard Colorimetric Observer's colormatching functions
It is important to note that these are not the actual response characteristics of the cones,
but linear transformations of them, so that the V,. function is identical to the vo.) func
tion and thereby represents perceived luminance. Furthermore, the three numbers repre
senting the cone responses are only representations of the total SPD of the light incident
on the retina. As this is made up of the characteristics of the illuminant and the illumi
nated object, a pair of stimuli could match under one illuminant but mismatch under
10
another, whereby such a mismatched pair is called metameric. This makes the specifica
tion of the illuminant equally important as the specification of the cone responses for
quantifying color. To this end, the CIE has specified a range of standards, of which the
most important for industrial applications are the illuminant A (tungsten light), D50
(daylight with a correlated color temperature (CCT) of 5000K) and D65 (6500K). In
addition to these illuminants, a daylight illuminant with the CCT of 9300K is widely
used for defining the white point of CRTs. A very good overview of CIE colorimetry is
given by Hunt (1995)1 and most of the present summary is based on that source (all
quotes, figures and formula are taken from that source).
2.2 The CIEXYZ Color Space
The 1931 CIE XYZ system was chosen a set ofX, Y, and Z primaries, which could not
be reproduced by any real lamps, instead of the prior set of primaries - red, green, and
blue. The mathematical transformation of the standard observer data from red, green,
and blue primaries to the X, Y, and Z primaries was made to eliminate negative numbers
among the tristimulus values. These CIE tristimulus values X, Y, and Z of a color were
obtained by multiplying together the relative power P of a CIE standard illuminant, the
reflectance (R) of the object, and the standard observer functions x(}.),y(/.),z(?0 , which
P, R, x(X.),y(k),zM all are functions of the wavelength X . Equations for CIE 1931
Tristimulus Values X, Y, and Z:
11
X=kVx,P,A>>
Y=ky7,p,M
Here P>. stands for the power of the stimulus at wavelength >- and k is a scaling con
stant. All other CIE-defined color spaces are derived from this one by various transfor
mations.
In the 1931 CIE system, ) was selected to be exactly the same as the response curve of
human eyes to total amount of power, and was expected to correlate well with the per
ceived lightness of the sample. However, Y has been known as the luminance factor, or
the luminance reflectance or the luminous transmittance factor.
For plotting the position of individual colors, a two-dimensional chromaticity diagram
(Figure 2.2) was also derived from XYZ and its axes were defined as:
X Y
)' =
X+Y+Z"
X+Y+Z
Even though the XYZ color space is very useful for quantifying color stimuli, it has one
serious shortcoming: equal distances in various parts of the color space represent differ
ent perceptual color differences. In the Figure 2.2, the difference between green and
12
greenish-yellow is relatively large, whereas the distance distinguishing blue and red is
quite small.
&2!fe.
*^-
iSi ;; '
| i^.
Figure 2.2 xy chromaticity diagram
2.3 The CIELAB Color Space
The uniformity of a color space, in which an equal distance determines that an equal
visual difference of a color will be perceived, is one of the major concerns of choosing a
preferred color space. The CIELAB (CIE 1976) is almost a uniform color space, how
ever, the ideal uniform color space has not been achieved. The CIELAB (Figure 2.3) is
based on opponent-type coordinates, and is a three-dimensional color space. There are
three coordinates which represents measures of color: L* for darkness or lightness, a*
for redness or greenness, b* for blueness or yellowness. Numerical values for chroma
and hue are derived from a* and b*: Hue: h = arctan (b*/a*) (This corresponds to the
angle between the color vector and the +a* axis.) Chroma: C = ((a*)2 + (b*)2)"2 (This
13
corresponds to the distance between the color locus and the mid-point.)
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Figure 2.3 CIELAB (1976) color space
Equations for CIE 1976 L* a* b* (CIELAB) Color Space:
L*= 116[f(YAh)]-16
a* = 500 [f(X/Xn) - f(Y/Yn)]
b* = 200 [f(Y/Yn) - f(Z/Zh)]
Where f(X/Xn) = (X/Xn)"3
f(Y/Yn) = (YAh)"3
f(Z/Zn) = (Z/Zn)"3
for
for
for
and f(X/Xn) = 7.7867(X/Xn) + 16/116 for
f(Y/Yn) = 7.7867(Y/Yn) +16/116 for
f(Z/Zn) = 7.7867(Z/Zn) + 16/116 for
X/Xn > 0.008856
YAh > 0.008856
Z/Zn > 0.008856
X/Xn < 0.008856
YAh < 0.008856
Z/Zn < 0.008856
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where Xn, Yn, and Zn, are the tristimulus values of the reference white. Usually these
correspond to the tristimulus values of the standard illuminant with Yn equal to 100.
The CIE 1976 L* a* b* (CIELAB) Color-Difference Equation:
2 2 2 1/2
AE = [( AL* ) +( Aa* ) +( Ab* ) ]
where AL*, Aa*, and Ab* are the difference of the three coordinates between the sam
ple and the reference.
In literature, the CIE color spaces are referred to as device independent because they do
not depend on any particular input or output device, i.e. scanner, camera, monitor, print
er or transparency. The characteristics of what are referred to as device dependent color
spaces are intrinsically linked to a particular device. These color spaces are at least three
dimensional, limited by the maximum amount of the device's colorants and device
gamuts which are described as cubes (or hyper-cubes) in them. Therefore, the CIE illu
minant D50 and the 2 standard observer have been selected as partial standards for
graphic technology, and the CIEXYZ and CIELAB have been chosen as the standard
color space of PCS in ICC profile specification. However, the CIELAB color space is
still an imperfect attempt to define a perceptually uniform color space but it offers sig
nificant improvements over using the XYZ tristimulus color space for gamut mapping.
15
2.4 ICC-based ColorManagement Systems
The ICC developed a unified color management scheme and standard architecture which
attempts to serve as a cross platform, vender neutral and device independent globe color
management model. ICC created three main components: profile, profile connection
space (PCS), and color management model (CMM). The format of an ICC profile
includes a collection of digital signal processing plus additional information concerning
the transforms, the device and the data itself. ICC specified many profiles types, howev
er there are only three profiles popularly used. They are input profile, display profile and
output profile. Input profiles result from the characterization of scanners or digital cam
eras. Output profiles are mainly for printers or proofers. The input (source) and output
(destination) profiles provide the information necessary to transform the device color
values to and from values expressed in a device independent color space referred to as
profile connection space (PCS). The PCS is the "desired color appearance"stated in
ICC profile specification,2 which can be represented either by the CIE 1931 XYZ or the
derived more uniform color space CIE 1976 LAB coordinate systems. It transcends the
capabilities and limitations of the specific device, media and color reproduction process
es for which profiles are to be provided. In other words, PCS has the biggest color
gamut among any devices. Thus, well-defined PCS can play the role of a common inter
face for the individual device profiles. It acts as a virtual destination for input transforms
and as a virtual source for output transforms. If the input and output transforms are
based on the same PCS definition, even though they are created independently, they can
16
be paired arbitrarily at the run time by the CMM engine and will yield consistent and
predictable results when applied to images. The PCS is created when device calibration
and characterization and other transforms are done. The CMM is a digital signal pro
cessing engine for performing the actual image data processing from one color space to
another. Figure 2.4 shows how a typical ICC-based CMS workflow works.
Scanner Profile
R G B L a 0
255.0O 255.00 100.3906 0.5076 0.5076
255.00 255.00 228.96 100.1425 -2.0352 9.9648
255.0C 255.00 203.46 99.7932 -4.2579 16.7266
IZZ.K' 255.0O 1B0.5C 99.345S -6.0977 26.7266
255.00 255.00 160.5? 9B.84B0 -7.6211 34.1562
255.00 255.00 143.42 9B.3241 -9.7656 41.1406
iZiy. . 255.00 12B.47 97.7267 -9.599E 47.6797
255. 'Xi 255.00 115.17 97.1293 -10.0352 53.8396
255.00 255.00 102.92 96.456E -10.2227 59.9711
255.00 255.00 90.92 95.759E -10.0977 65.6494
255.0C 255.00 79.1' 95.097- -9.5B9E 71.363:
255.00 255.0C 67.17 94.4164 -9.9261 77.0701
255.00 255.00 54.6' 93.743? -7.9125 B2.919C
255.00 255.00 41.0C 93.095? -6.476S 68.9492
255.00 255.0C 25.05 92.4985 -4.8291 95.2344
Scanner device color data
RGB
255.OC 228.98 54.64
255.00 228.98 41 .OC
255.0C 228.98 25.05
RGB CIELAB
Printer Profile
CIELAB CMYK
CMM
L a L c 1. y
O.OOOC -120 0000 -12B.000C 65.B&76% 60.3522% 62.2766% 80.58 1 4%
O.CCOC -12B DOOQ -111.9375 67.1865% 5B.35B1% 61.9043% 79.7879%
0.0000 -128 OOOq -95.975C 67.1885% 58.3581% 61.9043% 7&.767&4t
0.0000 -128 OOOq -79.8125 66.6667% 53.7453% 64.1B71% 77.9019%
o.oooc -12B OOOq -S3.750C 68.4779% 51.6121% 64.8310% "6.9345^
o.oooc -12B OOOq -47.6B7S 68.1804% 51.9600% 64.7318% 77.1084%
o.oooc -126 OOod -31.625C 71.0567% 41.4923% 67.4861% 71.6762%
o.oorx -128 OOOq -15.5625 69.7917% 43.4272% 67.4113% 72.742BS
o.oooc -128 0000 0.5117 71.3542% 41.1704% 67.0390% 71.404 61*
o.oooc -12S OOOOI 18.710* 70.0648% 43.22BB% 67.5349% 72.594B%
"
The color reproduced by the printer
Figure 2.4 CMS creates a ColorSync link from source to destination profiles
for color convertion.
For example, to convert an RGB image to CMYK, the CMM (e.g. ColorSync) builds a
"Link"
which converts data directly from RGB to CMYK. To create a link, the CMM
looks up each RGB value in the scanner profile, then looks up the resulting CIELAB
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value in the printer profile to get equivalent CMYK. If the CMM can't find correspon
dent data, the interpolation needs to be used by CMM with a specified rendering intent
to produce the most similar color in the destination color gamut.
2.4.1 Rendering Intents
Rendering intent is the method a CMM uses for compressing (i.e., mapping) colors from
one device's gamut to that of another. Four types of gamut mapping (rendering intent)
are currently specified by the ICC profile specification to ensure the best color repro
duction for different types of images. The first and second define a colorimetric repro
duction so that the PCS values are reproduced with no compression or expansion. Any
out of gamut color will simply be clipped. There are two kinds of colorimetric intents.
One is to use absolute colorimetry. No scaling of colors to destination white point is per
formed, i.e. the colors are represented with respect to the illuminant (for example D50.)
This intent aims to maintain color accuracy at the expense of preserving relationships
between colors, and is useful for seeing how output will look on a non-neutral substrate.
Another approach is to use relative colorimetry. In relative colorimetry, colors are repre
sented with respect to a combination of the illuminant and the media's white, e.g.
unprinted paper. Relative colorimetric compares the white point (extreme highlight) of
the source color space to that of the destination color space and shifts all colors accord
ingly. Typically, this intent is appropriate for illustrations rather than images. The third
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rendering intent specifies that the saturation of an image should be retained. It is neces
sary at the expense of hue and lightness and seems to be useful for computer graphics
applications such as the production of hard copy of pie and bar charts. The fourth, and
one with the most relevance to graphic arts, is known as perceptual rendering.
Perceptual rendering intent aims to preserve the visual relationship between colors in a
way that is perceived as natural to the human eye, although the color values themselves
may change. This intent is most suitable for photographic images.
2.4.2 CMM
The main purpose of the CMM is to use the color lookup tables in the device profiles to
map device values into and out of the PCS. Color lookup tables are sparse. They don't
provide an explicit mapping for every possible pixel value. The CMM must interpolate
between the defined values. The ICC has not defined a standard method of interpolation.
2.4.3 PCS
PCS is a device-independent color space used by a CMM for translating colors from one
device's gamut to another. The CMM translates colors from the source color space
defined by an ICC device profile to the PCS, and then to the destination color space
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using a second ICC profile. The PCS is defined as the CIELAB or CTEXYZ colorimetry
which will produce the desired color appearance if rendered on a reference imaging
media and viewed in a reference viewing environment. This reference corresponds to an
ideal reflection print viewed in an ANSI standard viewing booth. The standard viewing
condition specifies a standard illuminant ofD50, the 1931 CIE standard observer, and
0/45 or 45/0 reflectance measurement geometry viewing environment. If the imaging
media or viewing environment differs from the reference, it will be necessary to adapt
the measured colorimetry to that appropriate for the profile connection space. These
adaptations account for such differences as white point chromaticity and luminance rela
tive to an ideal reflector, maximum density, viewing surround, viewing illuminant, and
flare.
PCS is defined as flareless. Any flare would limit the possible colorimetric values, mak
ing it impossible to reach a luminance of 0. The PCS viewing conditions must allow
encodings for all conceivable appearances. Unfortunately, the PCS as defined does not
allow the encoding of all conceivable appearances. Since the PCS represents an ideal
reflection print, and the media is a perfect diffuser, the largest valid XYZ values are
those of the PCS illuminant. But the PCS illuminant is only 20001ux. There is no way to
represent any light source more intense than that. There is no way to represent the
brightness of the signal.
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2.5 ICC Device Profde File Structure
The ICC has two parts: a 128-byte header and a set of tags. The header contains brief,
summary information used for quick and/or coarse profile selection as well as fields for
commonly used device information. The tags are used to hold more detailed information
and are organized using a directory/data storage scheme. This provides a standard stor
age method for a wide variety of data and also accommodates future expansion. Tags are
occasionally referred to as profile attributes. The tag table or directory identifies each
tag with a unique signature and defines the location and size of the tag data. The data
field of each tag has a type identifier to assist in interpretation of the data in the tag. The
tag type formats specify the manner in which a tag's data is presented. Figure 2.5 illumi
nates the profile file structure.
Profile Header
128bytes
Tag Account 4bytes
Tag Table %
Size
Sig Size
Sig Size
Tag Element Data
Figure 2.5 Profile map
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The header is the first element in the file structure encompassing the first 128 bytes.
This is immediately followed by the tag table. Tag data elements make up the rest of the
file structures. There may be any number of tags and no particular order is required
for
the data of the tags. Each tag may have any size.
2.5.1 Header Description
The profile header provides the necessary information to allow a receiving system to
properly search and sort ICC profiles. This header provides a set of parameters at the
beginning of the profile format. For color transformation profiles, the device profile
dependent fields are set to zero if irrelevant. Having a fixed length header allows for
performance enhancements in the profile searching and sorting operations. Table 2.1
shows the detailed information of a profile header.
Table 2.1 Profile header structure
Byte Offset Content Remark
0-3 Profile size The total size of the profile in bytes
4-7 CMM Type signature
8-11 Profile version number
Table 2.1 (Continued).
Identifies the preferred CMM to be used
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12-15 Profile Class signature "scnr"(Input )
"prtr"
(Output)
16-19 Color Space of data eg. Lab for CIELAB data
20-23 PCS Lab or XYZ
24-35 Date and time first created
36-39 "acsp" (61637370h) profile file signature
40-43 Primary Platform signature APPL, MSFT, SUNW
2.5.2 Tag Table Definition
The tag table acts as a table of contents for the tags and the tag element data in the pro
files. The first four bytes contain a count of the number of tags in the table itself. The
tags within the table are not required to be in any particular order. Each tag signature in
the tag table must be unique; a profile cannot contain more than one tag with the same
signature. (See Table 2.2.)
Table 2.2 Tag table structure
Byte Offset Content Remark
0-3 Tag Signature
4-7
8-11
Offset to beginning of tag data
Element Size The number ofbytes in the tag data element
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2.5.3 Tag Data
All tag data is required to start on a 4-byte boundary (relative to the start of the profile
header) so that a tag starting with a 32 bit value will be properly aligned without the tag
handler needing to know the contents of the tag.
2.5.4 Tag Type
There are three levels of tags in the ICC profile: required tag, optional tag and private
tag. The intent of requiring tags with profiles is to provide a common base level of func
tionality. If a custom CMM is not present, then the default CMM will have enough
information to perform the requested color transformations. While this data might not
provide the highest level of quality obtainable with optional data and private data, the
data provided is adequate for sophisticated device modeling.
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Chapter 3
Review of Literature
ProfileManager1 was created by profilecity.com, which shows profile information and a
three dimensional view of the gamuts of four standard color spaces and includes side-
by-side gamut comparisons of up to three profiles.
IccProfileViewer2 was developed by icctools.com which has 3D Gamut Viewer, 2D
Gamut a*b* slice viewer and multiple profiles comparison and statistical analysis
reports. It can only work on Mac.
Meyer et al.3 presented a tool for 3D gamut visualization which is based on finding the
3D convex hull of a given set of measured test colors. Here one gamut is plotted as a
colored body and the second as a transparent body. The comparison of the two color
gamuts is very well illustrated. However, this software suffers from the fact that gamut
surfaces are seldom convex, and the convex hull method can not produce a non-convex
surface. This makes the gamut to appear larger than it really is.
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Gordon and Kalra4 addressed visualizing image gamut together with output gamut by
plotting all the color pixels at their locations in color space. In these presentations it is
hard to realize the actual shapes of the image gamuts. In fact, if these scatter plots are
displayed together with solid representation of output gamut, locations of out-of-gamut
colors and their approximate distances from the gamut surfaces can be extracted.
Marcu5 introduced a new method of 3D histogram visualization. Here the color space is
divided into a limited number of sections, and the element occurrences are counted in
each of the sections. The 3D histogram is visualized by colored balls of different size
plotted at the center of each section. The diameters of the balls are determined by the
histogram values at the respective locations.
3D plots have a disadvantage: only a rather small part of the whole gamut can be
viewed at once. Most of the gamut is hidden by the front. To cope with this, Robertson6
introduced a leaf structure of the gamut. Each leaf is a cross-section of constant hue
with the color gamut. All the leaves can either be plotted together in a three-dimensional
coordinate system or side by side in a two dimensional representation. However, the 2D
plot is somewhat abstract because the visual relation to the positions within the gamut is
lost.
In 1995 Herzog and Bill7 as well as Braun and Fairchild8 introduced the cylindrical
coordinates to visual the 3D gamut by using the coordinates lightness, chroma and hue
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angle. It is very simple to unwrap 3D color gamut around the lightness axis. The result
is a representation of the form "chroma plotted over lightness and
hue." Because chroma
is a function of two variables (L* and h) and because this "mountain
range"has only
one folded plane, this representation is called 2D. This way of visualizing gamut surface
has the great advantage that most of the gamut locations can be viewed at once and only
a very small part of the gamut surface is hidden from the observer's eyes. Thus a single
additional plot, for example, viewed from the back or from the top of the object is suffi
cient to generate a 3D gamut solid directly from cylindrical coordinates.
In 1993 Bell9 described methods of locating the gamut surface using tetrahedral interpo
lation, and Kress and Stevens10 used spline interpolation to render the 3D printer gamut
by using limited sample color patches and derived the color space in a many small tetra
hedral and splines.
The Dupont Color Scientist11 and the ColorSync Profile Inspector12 are profile inspection
utilities, which can display profile structure information and perform color matching
tasks This is done by setting input, output profile, selecting a CMM along with a render
ing intent.
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Chapter 4
Gamut Boundary DescriptorAlgorithms
4.1 Color Models and Gamut Definition
Two common device color models used in industry standard are: RGB (red, green, blue)
and CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow and black).
The RGB model is based on the three primary colors: red, green and blue. It is referred
to as the additive model. This model is for applications where different color light is
passed to the human eye. Recognition of color does not require a reflection of external
light. When all the potential light is passed to the eye, it creates white. White is the
result of all the colors coming together. Similarly, black is the result of the lack of light.
Red, green and blue combine with each other to create cyan, magenta and yellow (the
secondary colors).
Green + Blue = Cyan Red + Blue = Magenta Red + Green = Yellow
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The CMYK model is based on the use of three primary colors: cyan, magenta and yel
low. It produces color by a subtractive process. The CMYK model uses an external light
source. This means that white is created when there is no colorant, the white paper back
ground reflects all the light producing white. Black, as a result, is created when all the
colors are on paper, and no light gets reflected. The cyan, magenta and yellow ink are
not perfect and have unwanted components. This is what causes CMY to turn red. and
why black is not used at higher densities. So, to extend the gamut, the CMY model
requires Black (K) to be added to the CMY mixture.
2D Color Gamut: The 2D color gamut is the range of colors that can be printed or dis
played by a system. The gamut of colors that can be recognized by the human eye is
substantially greater than any system developed by mankind. Most RGB color gamuts
are substantially larger than that of the CMYK. Figure 4.1 describes the range of cover
age of each model compared to the gamut covered by the human eye.
Color visible to the human eye
Color film
Color monitor
Offset press on coated paper
Offset press on newsprint
Figure 4.1 Different color gamut in xy chromaticity diagram
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This project doesn't discuss the 2D color gamut in the xy horse shoe diagram. Instead, it
discusses the 3D gamut in the device independent CIELAB color space. A color gamut
is defined as a range of colors achievable on a given color imaging device under a given
set of viewing conditions, such as the gamut of a printer. It is all the colors a printer
device can produce on a given paper with a given set of inks in a given state. The gamut
is a volume in color space (like CIELAB, XYZ, L*C*h). The gamut boundary is a sur
face determined by its extremes. For example, the gamut of an RGB or CMY device is
an RGB or CMY cube, and the gamut surface is the surface of the RGB/CMY cube
which can be thought of as all one and two primary mixtures, as well as all three color
mixtures when at least one of the primaries is at a maximum. In this project, the device
gamut is rendered in device-independent color space CIELAB-1976 (see Chapter 2 for
details).
4.2 Gamut Boundary Descriptor Model
There are two main methods for defining a color gamut descriptor:1 the empirical model
and the physical model.
The physical model, or theoretical approach, requires an in-depth understanding of all
the effects involved with the printing process. By modeling all the factors at work for a
given output process, the model can predict the outcome. This type of model can pro-
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duce accurate results with relatively little data. The primary disadvantage of such mod
els is that a new model must be developed for each output process, and constructing the
model is time-consuming.
The empirical approach requires that many measurements be taken from printed patches
that are on or inside the gamut surface. Empirical models do not require any knowledge
of the printing process, but they depend on many measurements to ensure accuracy.
Herzog (1995)2 stated that at least 6x6x6 test colors were needed to more accurately
characterize a device. All output profiles use the empirical model to represent the device
gamut.
4.3 Gamut Boundary DescriptorAlgorithm
There are two types of data that can be used for finding the gamut boundary:
Color space data points, such as measured lab data from patches and gamutTag in the
printer profile.
Color space data points with corresponding device input signals, like AToB 1 LUTs in
the printer profile.
If our initial data set includes color space data points that may or may not be on the
gamut surface, the task of accurately approximating the gamut surface is a difficult one.
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We may use the Segment Maxima Gamut Boundary Descriptor Technique (which
will be addressed later) to subdivide color space into discrete sections and to find the
extreme point for each section. The only drawback of this technique is the large number
of data points needed to produce accurate results. The appealing approach to this prob
lem is to find the convex hull for the particular set of data points. However, the Convex
Hull Technique (which will be addressed later) has one major shortcoming: gamut sur
faces are often concave. Therefore, the convex hull should only be used in the crudest of
approximations.
The most useful data set for displaying the gamut is where the color space data also has
the device color counterparts. To construct a full gamut boundary, the convex hull tech
nique is used to find the gamut surface in the device color space, which is very easy and
accurate according to the definition of gamut surface above. Alternatively, the neighbor
grid points may be connected together to plot the 3D gamut, then transform the gamut
surface points relationship to the color space (like CIELAB) and replace the device col
ors value with their counterparts in color space (see Figure 4.2.)
Figure 4.2 Gamut rendering with device color space to CIE LAB mapping.
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4.3.1 3D Gamut Rendering Algorithms
Rendering gamut as points: The easiest way to render a color gamut is to plot the points
for CIELAB space from the input file. If we only want to render the gamut points, we
may use SegmentMaxima Gamut Boundary Descriptor (SMGBD) technique or con
vert to L*C*h color space to find the extreme points in each section with respect to
lightness and hue angle plane, and to get the points on the gamut surface. For rendering
grayscale and RGBCMYK ramps, one specifies the particular points in device space and
gets the corresponding data in CIELAB color space and renders them. Input data accepts
any CIELAB data file or the CIELAB values fromA2B1 LUT in the printer profile. The
CIELAB data can also be obtained from the device color data through an A2B conver
sion using absolute colorimetric intent.
Rendering gamut surface as wireframe or solid surface: In order to implement render
ing gamut surface as a wire frame or solid surface, we need algorithms to form a poly
gon mesh encompassing the gamut surface data. There are two algorithms to implement
it: Convex Hull algorithm and Segment Maxima Gamut Boundary Descriptor (GBD)
algorithm.
Convex HullAlgorithm:* When a gamut is created from a sets of points, a surface repre
sentation uses the convex hull of the sets of points, which is the surface that most tightly
fits the points without having any indentations. A drawback of this method is that most
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color gamuts are not convex, and the convex hull algorithm appears as a larger gamut
than it really is. In order to solve the problem, we can construct a convex hull in the
device space where the pre-selected gamut surface points is convex (we can get the data
from A part ofA2B1LUT) and convert it into CIELAB space by replacing the device
color values with their CIELAB counterparts. This technique needs to make sure that
the profile doesn't have any problem. If the profile is not good, every gamut point needs
to be checked and the wrong points need to be removed. Another problem is that this
technique only works well for 3D device space. If the device space is more than 3D like
CMYK, it's not easy to do. An algorithm need to be designed to map more than a 3D
space to a 3D one. For a CMYK 4D space, it can be unwrapped to eight cubes when one
dimension is a constant minimum and maximum value: e.g., if K is a constant minimum
and maximum value respectively, it will produce two CMY cubes, the same way with
the CMK (Y=min & max) , CYK (M=min & max), MYK (C=min & max ) cubes. The
same way can be used to find 2D faces in a 3D space. Therefore, A 4D space is com
posed of 24 faces. For each face, two dimensions are constant minimum or maximum
values and the other two dimensions vary from minimum to maximum value. The convex
hull algorithm or other triangulation algorithm can be used to construct each face or
each cube. All gamut faces or cubes are combined to get the overall gamut. Please refer to
O'Rourke (1994),4for more information about convex hull algorithm.
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Segment Maxima Gamut Boundary Descriptor (GBD) Algorithm: This method may be
used to create the color gamut from sets of points in CIELAB space (we can get the data
from B part ofA2BLUT). This algorithm was first described by Morovic and Luo
(1987).5 In this method, the gamut boundary is described by a Gamut Boundary
Descriptor (GBD) matrix in terms of spherical coordinates calculated using the follow
ing formulas:
r=((L*-LE*)2+(a*-aE*)2+0)*-bE*)2)1'2
6= ian-'((b*-bE*)/(a*-aE*))
0=tan1((L*-LE*)/((a*-aE*)2+(b*-bE*)2)"2)
where the center E is defined as the point having CIE L*a*b* coordinates of [50, 0, 0], r
is the distance of a color from the center. B is the hue angle having a range of 360 and 0
is the angle in a plane of constant 6 having a range of 180 (see Figure 4.4). The gamut
boundary descriptor is obtained by first dividing the color space into n x n sectors
according to 8 and 0. the color with The largest r is the gamut point. Using this method
gets all the gamut points for each of the n x n sectors.
Figure 4.3 Overview of Segment Maxima GBD in CIELAB
(left) spherical coordinates, (right) sphere segmented in terms of 6 and 0.
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A similar method was used for this project. First the gamut points were found by calcu
lating the 2D gamut boundary (e.g. L* C* plot at all hue angles or a*b* plots at all
lightness levels) and then dividing the color space n x n segments according to hue
angle (0-360) and lightness level (0-100), and last constructing the gamut surface by
connecting each segment points together. For this method, the interpolation for the seg
ment where no gamut point existed was needed.
4.3.2 2D Gamut Rendering Algorithms
Unwrap 3D color gamut to 2D color gamut:6 A disadvantage of the 3D gamut is that
one can only see part of the overall gamut from a given view point. For visualization
purposes, one can unwrap the 3D gamut around the lightness axis in L*C*h space. This
technique uses cylindrical coordinates of lightness, chroma and hue. It is very simple to
unwrap the 3D gamut to 2D, because in L*C*h space, the C *component on the gamut
surface is functionally related to L* and h. That is, for any hue angle, each lightness is
represented by a single chroma value. So one can use L*h plane to represent the gamut.
Using this method, one can see much more of the overall gamut, only part of the gamut
is in the back. One may use another top view or back view to see all the gamut at the
same time. One first uses the convex hull, SMGBD or other techniques to get the 3D
device space in color space (saying CIE LAB), and then transforms it to L*C*h coordi
nates to render gamut in L*h plane using the inherent
'connectivity'
associated with
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points in 3D color space (CIE LAB). A very useful feature of this method is what results
from storing the gamut surface data in the L*C*h representation is that individual hue
angle slices can be quickly extracted from the C* matrix and visualized by a simple 2D
plot (see Figure 4.5).
< n lim-
v>sk'
200 300 400
CIELAB Hue Angle
Figure 4.4 L*h unwarped gamut.
2D L*C* color gamut slices at any constant hue angle or a*b* gamut slices at any
lightness plane: For 2D gamut slices, we use the 3D-unwrapping technique described
above to get the a*b* slice at each lightness plane, and the L*C* slice at each hue angle
(see Figure 4.6).
/ --.
Figure 4.5 the 2D gamut slice of a*b* (left) and L*C* (right).
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4.3.3 Gamut Comparison
Because two or more color gamuts can be displayed simultaneously, one can compare
the color reproduction capabilities of different device profiles or the same device profile
with different media, one can use point, wire frame, solid or transparent surfaces to dis
play different gamuts simultaneously (see Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.6 Comparison of two printer gamuts.
4.3.4 Other Gamut Visualization Algorithms'1
Displaying or amplifying the subset of a gamut is also important to see special areas of a
gamut or compare different gamuts in the same region. One can also numerically calcu
late the volume of a gamut or calculate the intersection of two different gamut by binary
operations between convex hulls. These algorithms need more computational geometry
knowledge, due to limited time, this thesis project doesn't implement these algorithms.
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Chapter 5
Anatomy of Printer Profiles
5.1 Output (Printer) Profile
Output profile is one of the three basic classifications of ICC device profiles.1 Within
this class are a variety of printers and film recorders. Output profiles provide the neces
sary information to the CMS to convert the color data:
From the PCS into the color space of the device;
From the device color space into the PCS
5.7.7 Creating an Output (Printer) Profile
Presses, desktop printers, wide-format printers and film recorders are profiled by print
ing a color target and measuring the printed patches with a spectrophotometer. Profiling
software joins the measured CIELAB data with the printed CMYK percentages to form
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a
"destination,"
or
"output"
profile. Figure 5.1 illustrates how to create an output profile.
| 2. sccdfop^otrxnctef
measures
a c&a patches
Printer
1 . Profllng software seods profffing taigei to
o-' r*ei
Printer profile
Rrofning Software ]
SpectroScan
Figure 5.1 Making a printer profile.
The detailed steps are:
Calibration &. Characterization: Check the working environment, make sure that the
working environment is consistent, once stable, follow the procedures below:
Calibration is to ensure that the printer conforms to an established state or condition,
often specified by the manufacturer, be it CMYK density, or CMYK dot area.
Characterization2 is a way of determining the output of a system in response to a
known input, where input and output are defined colors and system signals.
Characterization provides a way of deriving the color gamut and reproduction character
istics of a particular device in a specified (calibrated) state. It is a way of determining
how an input device captures color or an output device records color when it is calibrat
ed. Characterization data provides the input to the profile creation. In this step, we just
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print the profiling target at a known state.
Building Profile: Measuring the printed patches with a spectrophotometer. Profiling soft
ware joins the measured CIELAB data with the printed CMYK percentages to form a
"destination,"
or
"output"
profile.
Evaluate, tune, and save an output profile: After creating a set of profiles, an evaluation
target is used to determine whether it is right. If it is not quite right, it needs to be tuned
and saved as a new profile. The entire procedure does not necessarily need to repeat
every time a new profile is needed. If changing to a new media, it requires building a
new output profile.
5.2 Printer Profile File Structure
There are two kinds of printer profiles: RGB-based and CMYK-based printer profiles.
For an RGB-based printer profile, its input (device) color space is RGB, while for a
CMYK-based profile, its input (device) color space is CMYK. An example of a profile
structure for the two types of profiles is showed in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.2, the first
part above the line is header, the other part is tag table. Each tag has its own content.
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Figure 5.2 Examples of RGB and CMYK printer profiles.
5.2.1 Required Tagsfor a Printer Profile
The required tags for a color output profile are:
profileDescriptionTag: Containing information about the profile name for display
grayTRCTag: Gray tone reproduction curve (formonochrome device only)
mediaWhitePointTag:MeJia XYZ white point usedforAbsolute Colormetric intent
A2B0Tag: Device to PCS Color conversion.-perceptual rendering intent
A2BlTag: Device to PCS -.colorimetric rendering intent
A2B2Tag: Device to PCS:saturation rendering intent
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B2A0Tag: PCS to Device.-perceptual rendering intent
B2AlTag: PCS to Device.-colorimetric rendering intent
B2A2Tag: PCS to Devicesaturation rendering intent
gamutTag: Out ofGamut: 8 or 16 bit data
copyrightTag: 7 bitASCIIprofile copyright information
5.3 Tag Description
Gamut Tag: It is an out of gamut tag; the type is lut8/16. The CLUT tag(lut8 or lutl6)
has a single output. If the output value is 0, the input color is in gamut. If the output is
non-zero, the input color is out of gamut. This tag is supposed to be a good source for
finding the gamut boundary data, but it has limited grid points and can't describe gamut
very accurately.
mediaWhitePointTag: This tag specifies the media white point and is used for generating
absolute colorimetry. It is referenced to the profile connection space so that the media
white point as represented in the PCS is equivalent to this tag value.
A2B and B2A tags: The AtoB and BtoA tags are the fundamental elements of the printer
profile. Each of these six tags contains information that is needed for a color transforma
tion.
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The "A" designates the device independent color space and the
"B" designates the
device independent color space PCS. The rendering intent is designated by the 0, 1, 2, 3.
0: Perceptual (one of real relevance to graphic arts, PCS values will be compressed or
expanded to make the perceptual consistent between source and destination devices.
1 : Relative colorimetric (the PCS values are reproduced with no compression or expan
sion. Any out of gamut color will simply be clipped. PCS values are relative to illumi
nant and media white point.
2: Saturation (specifies that the saturation of an image should be retained. It is neces
sary at the expense of hue and lightness and seems to be useful to computer graphics
applications
3: Absolute colorimetric (the PCS values are reproduced with no compression or
expansion. Any out of gamut color will simply be clipped. The colorimetric parameters
are calculated relative only to the illuminant). It does not require a separate tag for this
intent in the ICC device profile. It is implemented through a set of equations with the
data in the mediaWhitePointTag and the data in the A2BlTag or B2AlTag. The transla
tion from relative colorimetry XYZ data XYZr to absolute colorimetric data XYZa, is
given by
(Y \
Y.
V ' )
a
Yr
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where XYZmw represents the media's white and XYZj represents the illuminant white.
Each of the A2B and B2A tags contains a 3x3 matrix and several LUTs. The data pro
cessing sequence within each of these tags is:
PCS -> 3x3 matrix -> input TRC -> Multi-dimension LUT -> output TRC -> Device
color space.
The 3x3 matrix is mandated to be an identity matrix unless the input to the matrix is in
the XYZ color space. Therefore, neither A nor B space is the XYZ color space, then the
3x3 matrix is an identity matrix and can be ignored. PCS can be 8bit CIELAB, 16bit
CIELAB or 16 CIEXYZ data. The output profile could be as either a source or a desti
nation profile. When the output device profile is used as a source profile, the CMM uses
the A2B tags for the color conversion. A2B means device color space to PCS. If used as
a destination profile, the CMM uses B2A tags for the color conversion in the B to A
direction. The bi-directional capabilities of output device profiles enables a few work
flow options such as RGB-> CMYK, CMYK->RGB, and CMYK->CMYK.
It is important to understand that the PCS encodings do not represent a quantization of
the connection space. The purpose of the encodings is to allow points within the space
to be specified. Since the processing models benefit from interpolation between table
entries, the interpolated A2B results should be used as the inputs to the B2A transforms.
The A2B results should not be rounded to the nearest encoding value. Figure 5.3 illus-
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trates A2B1 and B2Altags of a CMYK (left) and RGB (right) printer profile.
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Figure 5.3 A2B1 and B2Altags of a CMYK(left) and RGB(right) profiles of
an EPSON SP5000 Inkjet printer.
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Chapter 6
Implement Profile Visualization Software
6.1 Objectives
The main goals of this thesis project are:
1. To develop ICC Profile Visualization Tools
To create and display 3D models of a device color gamut from its profile as points, wire
frame and solid surface.
To create and display 2D a*b*, and L*C* color gamut slices at any lightness and hue
angle plane.
The software will provide the following features:
Input: Input data is accepted as
* Gamut data (plain ASCII text CIELAB files)
* A2B 1 gamut data exported from the profile
* Lab gamut data from the CMM conversion between two profiles
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Output:
* Save gamut data to a plain ASCII file
View:
* Interactive visualization
* Front, perspective, top, bottom, animated views
* Animated, scaling, rotation, and translation
* Gamut comparison with two or more gamuts in one window
2. To design experiments to validate the software
6.2 Implementation
6.2.1 Platform Selection
This software is designed to work on all computing platforms in the future. Java was
chosen as the main programming language, in order to allow for one set of source code
to be executable on many computing platforms. The most important thing is that Java
offers Java3D API,2 which can be easily used to write 3D animation and graphics.
However, the currentMAC OS9 or earlier versions can't not support the Java 2 platform
on which the Profile3DViwer depends. The new version OSX will support Java 2 plat
form. Profile3Dviewer is supposed to run well on any main operating systems.
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However, at present, Profile3Dviewer must depend on the updated Dupont Color
Scientist (which only has aMAC version) to get input gamut data sets. In this case,
Profile3DViewer is not a totally independent software able to run on any platform. In
the future, Profile3DViewer will be developed as a totally independent software able to
run on any platform. At present, Profile3DViewer has been tested on PC and works
well. It will be possible to run it on UNIX, and MAC (OSX) platforms in the future.
6.2.2 Gamut Data Source Selection
In ICC profiles, there are many tags containing device color gamut information.
1. charTargetTag (Signature: "targ"): This tag contains the measurement data for a
characterization target such as IT8.7/2. This tag is provided so that distributed utilities
can create transforms "on the fly" or check the current performance against the original
device performance. The tag embeds the exact data file format defined in the ANSI or
ISO standard which is applicable to the device being characterized. However, it is not a
required tag for printer profile. So, it can't be used as the gamut data source.
2. PreviewO,l,2Tag (Tag Signature: "preO/1/2"): Preview transformation from PCS to
the device space and back to the PCS: 8-bit or 16-bit data. These tags can be used for
soft proofing. The difference between two PCS values can be used to find the device
gamut. However, it is not a required tag for printer profiles. So, it can't be used as the
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gamut data source
3. gamutTag (Signature: "gamt"): Out of Gamut tag: 8-bit or 16-bit data. The CLUT tag
has a single output. If the output value is 0, the input color is in gamut. If the output is
non-zero, the input color is out of gamut. It is a required tag for the printer profile, but it
uses limited grid points to populate the gamut. Ifmuch of the data is out of gamut, the
gamut boundary is not accurately defined, Therefore, one can't get high quality gamut
rendering.
4. B2A0,l,2Tag (Signature: "B2B0,1,2"): Device to PCS, 8 bit or 16 bit data. One can
not get the accurate gamut data by populating PCS color space with limited grids.
5. A2B0,l,2Tag (Signature: "A2B0,1,2"): Device to PCS, 8 bit or 16 bit data. The print
er profile is composed of a multi-LUT and some ID linearization LUTs. Multi-LUT
contains the color conversion data from the device color space to PCS (CIELAB color
space), which includes the color gamut information of the output device. In an output
profile, the multi-LUT is stored in A2B tags. Different rendering intents use different
A2B tags. Although we can use any A2B tag to render a device color gamut, only the
A2B1 tag can render the device color gamut in CIELAB color space accurately, because
it clips any out of gamut colors onto boundary and keeps in-gamut colors unchanged.
The color values from A2B 1 tag are based on the white point of paper. In this thesis, we
use A2B1 tags along with the MediawhitePointTag and the PCS illuminant to calculate
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absolute colorimetric values, because the out-of-gamut colors in this intent are clipped
onto the gamut surface and its values only depend on the illuminant. It ignores the sub
strate's white point. These tags are required in every color printer profile. The drawback
of this method is thatA2Bltag has limited grid points, so high quality 3D and 2D
gamuts can't be get without interpolation. Figure 6.1 illustrates a A2Bltag of an EPSON
SP5000 Inkjet printer.
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Figure 6.1 A2Bltag of an EPSON SP5000 Inkjet printer.
6. B2A2B color conversion by CMM with absolute colorimetric intent: This method can
produce the most detailed data set. It is similar to PreviewTag, but the CMM is involved
in processing interpolation. Some of the data is not real gamut data. In fact, all the data
from the profile is possibly not the real device gamut data because the profiling software
already did some processing when making the profile. Therefore, we can use this
method to get an approximate device gamut. In addition, because the A in the B2A2B
conversion could be any printer or monitor profile, it is possible to use this method to
plot the monitor gamut. (See Figure 6.2 for setting up the enhanced Dupont Color
Scientist to use this method).
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Source Profile:
Generic Lab Profile
Output Profile:
Epson_Dupont_L_020101.icc
ColorSync CMM Rendering Quality:
IB
[ Set Input J
[SetOutput]
[BestMode ]
Rendering Intent:
[ Gamut Export
[Absolute Colorimetric J
CMM Choice:
| KCMS - Kodak CMM JLJ
Figure 6.2 settings in the enhanced Dupont Color Scientist for B2A2B conversion.
7. A2B color conversion by CMM with absolute colorimetric intent: This method is sim
ilar to method 5 (A2Bltag), but one can use any amount of input data, so one can pro
duce much more accurate gamut data set, and make rendering more accurate. (See
Figure 6.3 for setting up in the enhanced Dupont Color Scientist using this method).
? - ^a
Source Profile:
Epson_Dupont_L_020101.icc
Output Profile:
Generic tab Profile
ColorSync CMM Rendering Quality:
Set input |
Set Output J
[BestMode t\
Rendering Intent:
[ Gamut Export |
[ Absolute Colorimetric ]
CMM Choice:
[ KCMS - Kodak CMM *
Figure 6.3 settings in the enhanced Dupont Color Scientist for A2B conversion
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In this project, the last three methods are used to get gamut data from profiles. In addi
tion, the gamut data source can also be measured CIELAB data obtained directly from
the printer printout patches.
6.2.3 Amount ofInput Data Selection
Considering the computer's speed and memory capacity, one can not populate all possi
ble gamut data for the sake of gamut rendering accuracy. One must compromise on the
amount of input data (related to calculation speed) and gamut rendering quality.
There are several methods to decrease the amount of input data and still get higher ren
dering quality. The first method is to use the data sets which are on the gamut surface in
the device space. For example, for RGB space, only the points on six faces are needed,
that is, when R=0 and 255, G and B could be from 0 to 255; when G=0 and 255, R and
B from 0 to 255, when B=0 and 255, R and G from 0 to 255. For CMYK space, 24
faces need to be considered with the same method as for RGB space. Then use A2B or
B2A2B color conversion to convert these points into the CIELAB space. This method
can produce better gamut, but some points, especially in the red areas, overlap each
other, and making some faces have less points connected to each other. Some points
which are not on the gamut surface of the device space could be on the surface of the
CIELAB space. It's proven that if RGB values from 0 to 255 respectively are used,
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more on-gamut data are obtained than the above method which only considers the points
on the device gamut surface. The best method is to populate the device color space with
as many grids as possible. Considering the computer's speed and capacity, 100 grids on
each dimension for the RGB and the CIELAB color space and 50 grids on each dimen
sion for the CMYK color space are used in this project.
6.2.4 Gamut Boundary DescriptorAlgorithm Selection
3D Gamut Boundary DescriptorAlgorithm: There were two types of algorithms applied
to two different gamut data sets:
1. Color space data points with corresponding device input signals: All methods
used contain device input, and color space data set. In A2Bltag, B2A2B conversion and
A2B conversion, the device input information is already known, it is assumed that for
all points on the gamut surface in the device color space, their counterparts the CIELAB
points must be on the gamut boundary in the CIELAB color space. All points on gamut
surface in the device color space can be triangulated to get a meshed color gamut in the
device color space. To display gamut in the CIELAB space, all points in the device
space are replaced by their corresponding counterparts in the CIELAB values. This
algorithm can be used to evaluate the quality of a profile. If a profile has some defects,
the relative position of all points on the gamut boundary could be changed when trans-
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ferring from the device space to the CIELAB space. Usually, the gamut points in the
device space are very regularly distributed on each face or edge of the gamut. If some
points in the CIELAB do not look regular when compared to those in the device space,
one can be sure that the profile has some problems. This is the best algorithm to render
the gamut from the profile. However, it is time-consuming to populate so many points in
the device space, mesh them, and do color conversions to get their counterparts in the
CIELAB space and export them to a file, in order to get a higher quality gamut view. In
this project, this algorithm was only used for the A2BlTag gamut data set. For the other
two methods, a filter was added to leave out all the points within the gamut, only keep
ing the on-gamut surface points. The algorithm for the filter is a variant of the Segment
Maxima GBD algorithm. The CIELAB space was divided into segments according to
lightness and hue angle. In each segment, only the point with maxima chroma (that is
the on-gamut surface point) is retained. Then the convex hull algorithm can be used to
triangulate these gamut points. They can also be meshed by connecting each section
together, but some sections may not have any point. Interpolation must be used to get
the missing points. Interpolation lessens the accuracy of a gamut rendering. On the other
hand, the convex hull also has a drawback that it can't render the gamut surface with
some indent on it. Consequently, the convex hull algorithm is used to render all true
gamut points without adding any point by interpolation. If only the color space data set
such as measured CIELAB data set from patches is available, the convex hull algorithm
is used to render the gamut without any interpolation.
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2D Gamut Boundary Descriptor Algorithm: This filter mentioned above is also used for
the 2D a*b* and L*C* gamut slice plots. Lightness and hue angle are divided into even
sections according to how accurately one wants to view gamut slices. For example, if
lightness axis (0-100) is divided into 10 sections, the algorithm will find a point with
the maximum chroma for each section and then connect them together. The quality of
the 2D gamut slice is dependent on the amount of the input gamut data. If the amount of
input gamut data is too low, the 2D gamut slice could look like a
"star"
shape.
Sometimes, one can also get the
"star"
shape 2D gamut slice for a poor profile.
6.2.5 Software Features
Here are the features that the profile3Dviewer has.
Input data sources the software supports:
1. CIELAB data set measured from printout patches (under D50/20).
2. CIELAB Data set exported from enhanced Dupont Color Scientist:
A2BlTag data set: launch the Dupont Color Scientist, open the printer profile wanted to
render its gamut and go to Tools/Save A2B1LUT/ to get gamut data set. (See Figure 6.4).
file Ldit i ;,- Help
Profile HeaderWindow
Color Match Test
Monitor Profile Info
Gamut Export
4* DuPont Color Scientist
Epson_Dupont_L_0201 01 .ice HI
Default CMM Module
Profile Version
Profile r.lassl
Figure 6.4 Export A2B1LUT in the enhanced Dupont Color Scientist
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A2B color conversion: Launch the Dupont Color Scientist, go to Tools/Gamut Export/.
In the dialog box, click the "input" button to choose the printer profile to be rendered,
click the
"output" button to choose only "Generic Lab
profile"(for doing A2B color
conversion, choose absolute colorimetric intent, click the
"export" button to get gamut
data set. (see Figure 6.3).
B2A2B color conversion: Launch the Dupont Color Scientist, go to
Tools/GamutExport/. In the dialog box, click the
"output" button to choose the printer
profile to be rendered, click the
"input" button to choose only "Generic Lab
profile"(for
doing B2A2B color conversion, choose absolute colorimetric intent, click the
"export"
button to get the gamut data set). The software does B2A2B conversion in two steps.
First does B2A conversion with the input and output profiles, and then uses the result
from B2A conversion and internally exchange the output profile and input profile to do
A2B conversion. The settings are the same with A2B color conversion, except for
exchanging the input and output profile, (see Figure 6.2).
Display 3D gamutfrom a profile
Click the "Add a GamutDataFile..." button to load gamut data file to be displayed. Then
choose "Lab from model combBox, a 3D gamut will be plotted as a wire frame. It can
also display the gamut as a solid surface, points, transparency, even none through choos-
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ing the "Polygon Opt" column using the file list table button. To display the gamut with
solid white color or full color, check the
"Color?"
column on the file list table, (see
Figure 6.5).
BmolieaOViMr.Pniae3DViaMf
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rerPanei-
' Add a GamutDataFle- Save Gamut.. Delete Foe
File Name P^Mjon Opt "- Color;?
0 A2FJ_FJes!AosKCM_.. Fill
'
""
V
Figure 6.5 Display a 3D gamut in Profile3DViewer
Display a*b*, L*C* gamut slice at any lightness and hue angle plane.
Choose "a*b*" or "L*C*" from the "model" combBox, a 2D gamut slice will be plot
ted. Move the L*C* or a*b* slider bar or input lightness or hue angle value to display a
specified gamut slice. Check the "contour" to display all a*b* or L*C* slice contours in
3D. Other features will be shared with 3D model, such as quality, polygon options and
color check, (see Figure 6.6 & Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.7 L*C* gamut slice and gamut contour according to L*C* plane
Interactive and animated visualization
This software supports various interactive visualizations, the mouse may be used to
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press the right, middle or left button on the gamut and drag the mouse to rotate, trans
late, or scale the gamut. One can also click on the corresponding buttons to rotate, trans
late, or scale gamut. The software also supports animation, click "start
animation,"
the
gamut will rotate automatically, (see Figure 6.8).
Save Gamut data as a file
The gamut, or its slice data can be saved as an ASCII file for repurposing. (see Figure
6.8).
Has-
L*a** -r Ugh ^
-
.
htejh w
. -.
-
i 7Jye * 100
' Contour Reset. Start
Add a GamutDataFle_ Save Gamut.< r*****
Fee Nam* QW
0 AiS_esstABsK.C_.. Line
2D Interactive
and animated
visualization
3D Interactive
and animated
visualization
Save Gamut
Figure 6.8 Interactive and save gamut buttons in Profile3DViewer
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Gamut comparison
Two or more gamut can be viewed in one window by clicking on "Add a
GamutDataFile..."
to add more gamut data files, (see Figure 6.9).
mager Pane)
Model i.y Algorithm
L'a'b* ? Norm ? I CHull ?
Attributes Options
li ig | High v | PointSize 1
?D VC Gamut Slices-
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30 a'b'Gamut Slices
-0 Lightness Value +100
Rotate Translate Scale
J Contour Reset Start Animate
Add a GamutDataFile... Save Gamut... Delete File
ID File Name Polygon Opt Color?
0 A2B BestAbsKCM . . Line
' !
2 Ger_CMYK.Iab Fill 0
Figure 6.9 Gamut comparison of two profiles
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Chapter 7
Software Validation
7.1 Objective
To design an experiment to validate the accuracy of data derived from the visualization
software.
7.2 Hardware, Software and Supplies
Mac/G4 and PC
EPSON SP5000 Inkjet printer
Gretag Spectroscan
Adobe PhotoShop 6.0
Dupont Color Scientist 1.21
Test images
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Kodak Colorflow Profile Editors
Kodak CMM
ColorSync 3.0
Profile3DViewer
7.3 Method
This experiment was to validate the accuracy of data set generated from visualization
software by comparing the data set generated from the software to those from Photoshop
6.0 API by doing B2A2B profile to profile color conversion with the same condition. It
was assumed that Photoshop 6.0 could correctly apply ICC profiles to do color conver
sion. Both outputs were supposed to produce the same result because they did B2A2B
color conversion under the same condition. However, we should know, when the
CIELAB values were read from Photoshop 6.0's "show
Info,"
all CLIELAB values
were rounded to integers. Therefore the data set read from Photoshop 6.0 had a rounded
error, but it should be less than one. In this point, if it was little difference between the
two data sets from both software, it meant the visualization software worked correctly.
The distribution of the AEs between software generated data set and the reference data
from photoshop 6.0 was plotted in a cumulative relative frequency (CRF) plot. CRF is a
useful way of presenting frequency information. The distribution provides the informa
tion that how many observations in a sample (or population) are less than any particular
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score. Consider, for example, the sample in Figure 7.1, The cumulative frequency distri
bution is found by summarizing all frequencies associated with the observations below a
score: The CRF normalizes all observations into 0 - 1.0 by dividing the cumulative fre
quency by the total number of the data set. It means that the cumulative relative fre
quency for the last observation is equal to 1.00. Using the CRF, the deltaE value lower
than a given percentage can be easily read.
Cumulative
Cumulative Relative Relative
AE Frequency Frequency Frenquency Frenquency
0 1 1 0.1 0.1
0.1 2 3 0 2 0 3
0 2 1 4 0 1 0 4
0 3 1 5 0 1 0 5
0 4 2 7 0 2 0 7
0 5 1 B 0 1 0 8
0 6 1 9 0 1 0 9
1 2 1 10 0 1 1 0
Total =10
Figure 7.1 The CRF distribution plot.
7.4 Procedures
The following is the procedure for this experiment:
1. Select an output device and make a profile for it.
1 . 1 select CMS EPSON SP5000 as the output device and make a profile for it using the
Kodak Colorflow profile builder.
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2. Prepare the data set
2.1 Data setfrom B2A2B conversion in Photoshop 6.0API
2.1.1 Gamut Slice preparation
Use PhotoShop6.0 to make a*b* and L*C* color slice test images under Lab
color space. The test images used are an a*b* slice at L*=50 with 20 spaces
between neighboring patches in each dimension and an
L*C* slice at hue
angle=0&180(a*with 20 spaces between neighboring patches,
b* is always 0)
(see Figure 7.2).
Figure 7.2 Test images (left) a*b* slice at L*=50, (right) L*C* slice at h=0/180.
2.1.2 B2A conversion
Use "Convert to
profile"
menu in Photoshop 6.0 to convert CIELAB space to
CMYK space using EPSON SP5000 printer profile as a destination profile, and
absolute colorimetric intent, (see Figure 7.3).
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Convert to Profile
Source Space
Profile: Lab Color
II OK ||
| Cancel j
0 PreviewDestination Space
Profile: [ Epson_DupontJ._0201 01 .ice *J
Engine: | Kodak CMM *|
Intent: | Absolute Colorimetric
D Use Dither
Flatten Image
? j
Figure 7.3 settings for B2A conversion in Photoshop 6.0.
2.1.3 A2B conversion
Use "Convert toprofile"menu in Photoshop 6.0 to convert CMYK space to
CIELAB space using the same EPSON SP5000 printer profile as used in the
B2A conversion in last step. Set the output profile to a generic Lab profile and
use absolute colorimetric intent, (see Figure 7.4).
Convert to Profile
Source Space
Profile: Lab Color
Destination Space
| OK |j
| Cancel j
0 Preview
Profile: | Epson_Dupont_L_020101.icc ]
Conversion Options
Engine: | Kodak CMM *]
Intent: | Absolute Colorimetric i j
i i$e Black Point Compensatii n
? Use Dither
r ) Flatten linage
Figure 7.4 settings for A2B conversion in Photoshop 6.0.
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2.1.3 Record the data set
Use "Show Info" palette in Photoshop 6.0 to read CIELAB value for each
color patches.
2.2 Data set from B2A2B conversion in Visualization software
2.2.1 Export B2A2B color conversion data set
Launch Dupont Color Scientist, go to Tools/GamutExport. In the dialog box,
click on the
"Input" button to choose "Generic Lab
profile."Then click the
"Output" button to choose the same printer profile as used in step 2.1.2. Next,
choose "absolute colorimetric intent," "best
quality"
rendering mode and
CMM. Finally, click the "export" button to get the gamut data set. The input
data set is the same a*b* and L*C*slice values as used in the step 2.1.1. Please
note, here the software does B2A2B conversion in two steps. First it does B2A
conversion with the selected input and output profiles, and then uses the result
from B2A conversion above and internally exchanges the output profile and
input profile to do A2B conversion, (see Figure 7.5).
3.0 Comparison
Calculate their AEs between software generated data set and reference data set from
photoshop 6.0 and plotting AEs in as a CRF plot.
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CMM Choice:
KCMS - Kodak CMM aT
Figure 7.5 settings for B2A2B conversion in Dupont Color Scientist.
7.5 Result and Discussion
The data set output from visualization software with B2A2B conversion is almost the
same as those readings from Photoshop6.0. The average delta E of a*b* slice between
data set is 0.56 and that of L*C* is 0.66. The reason for this difference is that the the
data set read from Photoshop 6.0 was rounded to integers. The deltaE suggests that the
data set output from the updated Dupont Color Scientist is correct. Please see the com
parison between software generated data set and Photoshop generated data set in
Appendix A. Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 also illustrate the AE distribution as a CRF plot
between software generated data and reference data from photoshop 6.0.
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C.R.FPlot
-Pbocosr_cp. oVs. Visual iza-ior.Sof
Figure 7.6 CRF plot for comparing software generated data with Photoshop 6.0
output based on a*b* slice at L*=50
C.R.FPlot
- Phc^pshcp^Vs . Visual izationSoftwareouput (LCsliceath=0/180)
il 6
=
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Delta E
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Figure 7.7 CRF plot for comparing software generated data with Photoshop 6.0
output based on L*C* slice at Hue=0/180
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Summary
This profile visualization tool used ICC profiles to offer a visual analysis tool of printer
profiles and to better understand the capabilities of the device that it characterizes. The
software will visualize whether the profile has the right color gamut for a specified
device. Through overlaying the gamut models from two or more devices, one can pre
dict proofing problems, and use the results to better plan production choices for jobs.
Profile3Dviewer helps us to see profiles the way we wants to see them.
Profile3DViewer also can view an a*b* slice of a gamut at any L* value between 0 and
100 and L*C* slice at any hue angle plane from 0 to 360. This thesis also gives an
anatomy of printer profiles in detail, and examines what data source is best for gamut
visualization. At the same time, some gamut boundary descriptor algorithms are dis
cussed. This thesis project offers three ways to obtain a gamut data set: A2BlTag, A2B
and B2A2B color conversion. The Convex Hull algorithm is used for rendering gamut.
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8.2 FutureWork
Future work would be to develop different algorithms for accurate gamut view, to
improve runtime efficiency and speed, to support huge data sets, to consider monitor
profiles and monitor chromatic adaptation into gamut rendering, and to support other
types of profiles like monitor profiles, scanner profiles, named color profiles and so on.
Profile accuracy evaluation and statistic reports would also be included in the future.
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AppendixA
Experiment Data Set
Delta 8a Table
Target: Software output lc Sample name : Pbotohop6 LC all<
ID .. ID L" .. b* ID
AL* Aa* Ab* AB
1 20. 00 -2 . 00 -5.00 1 -0 49 0.27 -0 27 0 62
2 20 ... -2 00 -5.00 2 -0 49 0.27 -0 27 0 6 2
3 _2
3 -0 4 9 0.27 -0 27 0 62
4 4 -0 5 7 0.49 -0 : : 0 83
in 5
5 0 3 7 -0.25 -0 36 0 59
6 20 nn 2 nn 6 0 09 -0 27 0 31 o 42
7 20 (1(1 2
7 0 12 -0 14 0 36 0 40
8 20 70 H4 53 e 20 00 : 00 -4.00
0 2 'j 0 04 0 4 1 0 SI
9 0 63 0 34 0 12 0 709
10 20 9S R5 ,, nn
10 -0 US -0 lb -0 4 6 0 48
1 1 21 47 5 _! 11 H -0 ')} 0 03 0 21 0 57
12 -0
12 -0 63 0 33 -0 25 0 75
13 30 n -25 13 -0 67 0 37 -0 16 0 78
14 30 77 -25 IS
14 -0 73 0 65 0 51 1 10
15 30 15 0 19 0 22 0 31 n 42
16 -IB
16 -0 53 0 61 0 04 0 81
17 m 17 -0 51 0 56 0 0] 0 75
IB IB 0 16 -0 25 -0 27 0 40
19 30 19 -0 56 -0 09 -0 23 0 61
2D 30 79 23 77 1 OS 20 -0 21 -0 28
- 0 05 0 35
21 31 1 9 24 66 3 57 n 21 0 ly -0 1A 0 57 0 69
22 0 b i -0 30 0 03 0 74
23 49 ?4 -53 in -0 23 0 24 0 62 -0 46 0 91
24 49 51 -53 55 24 -0 49 0 45 -0 20 0 69
25 49 at -53 36 0 57 25 -0 04 0 14 -0 48 0 50
26 SO 1 7 -40 0 26 0 17 0 44 -0 22 0 57
27 50 =4 27 0 12 -0 16 -0 46 0 50
29 50 0 28 0 12 0 21 -0 37 0 44
50 29 0 11 -0 61 -0 27 0 67
Q
30 0 16 -0 2S -0 33 0 IS
50 3 1 0 20 -0 04 -0 59 0 63
32 0 34 0 31 0 16 0 49
33 50 48 75 51 33 n 48 0 59 0 20 0 78
7? -47 34 64 34 -0 28 -0 36 0 3 '> 0 56
-46 3S 35 o 42 -0 01 0 0 5 0 43
-44 , , 36 -0 42 -0 11 -0 3 6 0 56
37 69 7G - 39 20 0 49 37 70 00 -38 on 0.00
37 -0 24 -0 20 0 49 0 SB
39 0 25 -0 07 -0 25 0 36
39 -0 80 0 27 -0 32 0 90
40 -0 78 0 63 -0 32 1 OS
69 4 1 0 43 o 30 0 46 0 70
42 0 54 0 21 -0 19 0 61
43 0 12 -0 45 -0 36 0 59
-0
44 -0 4 0 0 29 0 57 0 75
76 71 45 -0 43 -0 76 0 53 1 05
46 71 46 -0 48 -0 55 0 44 0 85
47
47 -0 04 -0 52 0 32 0 61
48 82 no
49 -0 19 -0 53 0 38 1 05
49 -0 24 0 14 -0 0 7 0 29
50 0 29 0 11 0 01 0 31
51 68 7
51 0 0/ 0 89 0 30 0 94
52 88 on 7 52 0 Ul 0 99 0 30 0 94
53 0 0 1 0 89 0 30 0 94
54 88 on 7 54 0 07 0 99 0 30 0 94
55 88 07 7 B9 -0 70 55 BB 00 7 00 -1 . 00
55 0 u 1 0 99 0 30 0 94
Note:
1st Col.:
Software generated
CIELAB values of
L*C* slice at
h=0/180 with
B2A2B conversion
2nd Col.:
Photoshop 6.0 gen
erated CIELAB
values of L*C*
slice at h=0/180
with B2A2B con
version
3rd Col:
AE of two data sets
See Chapter 7 for
details
Figure A.l L*C* slice data set from software and Photoshop 6.0
with B2A2B profile conversion
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Note:
1st Col:
Software generated
CIELAB values of
a*b* slice at L*=50
with B2A2B profile
conversion
2nd Col:
Photoshop 6.0
CIELAB values of
a*b* slice at L*=50
with B2A2B pro
file conversion
3rd Col:
AE of two data sets
See Chapter 7 for
details
Figure A.2 a*b* slice data set from software and photoshop 6.0
with B2A2B profile conversion
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Figure A.3 Test Image (a*b* slice at L*=50)
(a*,b*=-100, 100 with an increment of 20 between neighboring patches.
The horizontal axis is a*, positive goes right.
The vertical axis is b*, positive goes up.
Original point is at lower left.
MB
Figure A.4 Test Image (L*C* slice at h=0/180)
a*=-100, 100 and L*=10, 90 Both with an increment of 20 between
neighboring patches)
Original point is located at lower left.
The horizontal axis is a*, positive goes right.
The vertical axis is L*, positive goes up.
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Figure A.5 CRF for comparing software generated data to Photoshop 6.0 output with
B2A2B profile conversion for L*C* slice at Hue=0/180.
C.R.FPlot
-Photoshop6.0Vs. visualizationSofcware
(a*bsliceacl' = SO )
Figure A.6 CRF for comparing software generated data to Photoshop 6.0 output with
with B2A2B profile conversion on a*b* slice at L*=50
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Appendix B
Software Feature Demo
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Figure B.l Render the 3D gamut as surface, wire frame and points.
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Figure B.2 a*b* gamut slice and a*b* contour
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Figure B.3 L*C* gamut slice and L*C* contour
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Figure B.4 3D gamut comparison
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Appendix C
AGREEMENT TO
LICENSE AND MODIFY SOFTWARE OF DUPONT COLOR SCIENTIST
AND
CODE OF CONDUCT FOR USE OF RIT INFORMATION AND TECHNOLO
GY'S FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS
I , Zhao Xianfeng, agree to abide by all items included in both AGREEMENT TO
LICENSE AND MODIFY SOFTWARE OF DUPONT COLOR SCIENTIST and
CODE OF CONDUCT FOR USE OF RIT INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY S
FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS.
Signature: 4/
r Date: 2, \T,I*4)
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